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This calculated oven dry weight (CODW) is obtained by HARVESTING AND STORING
the following:

MC x log fresh weight "Fruiting," or the production of mushrooms generally
CODW = log fresh weight - 100 will occur under natural conditions mostly in the fall, but

sometimes in the spring in northern Florida as the logs

Record this value on a tag attached to each log and becomes older and the colonization becomes more
return these "check" logs to the laying yard. complete. As cold fronts pass through the area at these

times, rainy, cool weather generally will induce fruiting
It is easy to weigh the entire log at any time and (Figure 3). At temperatures of 60 to 70°F, logs will
calculate log MC using the following equation: generally not fruit more often than every 30 to 45 days

under favorable conditions. Commercial operations

log current weight - CODW generally "force" logs to fruit every six to eight weeks
Current MC = current weight x 100 by soaking the logs in chilled water for one to three days

log current weight or by sprinkling with cool water for the same period.

For example, a 1-inch disc is cut and the FW equals 4 Once mushroom formation, or "pinning" begins, it may
oz. After drying, it weight 2 3/4 oz. By the following: take two to eight days before mushrooms are ready to be

picked, depending on ambient relative humidity and
4 - 2.75 temperature. Shiitake mushrooms should be harvested in
---- x 100 = 31%MC the afternoon when the mushroom caps are dry and

should be refrigerated immediately. The shelf life of

The fresh weight of the companion log from which the refrigerated fresh shiitake mushrooms, picked at
disc is taken is 15 Ibs and the CODW is then: optimum condition, may be two weeks or more. Some

buyers prefer dried shiitake because of increased storage
\MC x log\ fresh weight time and enhanced flavor characteristics. The

CODW = 15 lbs - 100x log frh w t mushrooms may easily be prepared for long-term storage
by air-drying in a warm oven or by using the

31 x 15 dehydration cycle in a microwave oven. After removal,
= 15 - 10.35 bs dried mushrooms should immediately be stored in sealed

containers to prevent reabsorption of water and the entry

If you wish to monitor log MC several weeks later, then of contaminating fungi. Average yields of one pound or
weigh the check log and substitute the new log fresh more per log per harvest may be expected until complete
weight value (14.50 Ibs) into the following equation: rotting of the log occurs or the log is overtaken by

, log FW- CODW contaminating fungi.
Current MC = xlg - 100

log FW

14.50- 10.35 x 100 = 29% MC
14.50

Knowing the current MC of shiitake logs is a critical
aspect of production, since periods when MC is less than
30 to 35% are not sustaining fungal development and
thus are reducing the potential fruiting capacity of the
logs. Logs will surely need more frequent replacement
of moisture during hot, dry periods in the spring and
summer than at other times during the year. The goal of
an intensive watering regime is to maintain log moisture
levels high enough for suitable growth of the fungus. If
these moisture levels are in balance with the evaporative Figure 3. These logs are fruiting.
demand imposed by the local climate, then the incidence
of contaminating surface microorganisms and shrinking
or checking of the log surface are minimized.


